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After narrowly escaping Rogue City, Ben travels north into the Deschutes Territory in hopes of

finding sanctuary, if only for a little while. His respite is brief and his hunters are persistent. Within a

few days heâ€™s on the run again.Ben must negotiate the desert, the underground and the

unknowable perils of magic if he is to recover the Dragonâ€™s Codex, the only known book of

magic in the world, and his best hope for finding a way to stand against the wyrm.
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After finishing this book, I was longing for the next in line! I was so sad to learn that the third in the

series would not be out til 2017. I lived and breathed and adventured along with the characters and

fell deeply in love with the best of them to me, Homer, our hero's dog. I was amazed and delighted

when they began to dig up ultra-modern mechanical artifacts to use in conjunction with magic in this

post apocalyptic world. What a wonderful blend of then and now and then. There was a lot of

moralizing as I have seen complained of but which of us couldn't use some of that in our lives, eh?

A bit never hurts and it didn't impede the strength or flavor or rhythm of the tale. I was wishing all the



way through that I was reading a chapter a night to my own children, tucked up in bed, eyes

gleaming with excitement and a million questions starting on their lips. Very satisfying. So much so,

in fact, that I sent right off for the Thinblade series and have now read them all. Thank you Mr.

Wells!!

David, I really enjoy reading your stories and this book was as excellent as your other wonderful

stories. I look forward to reading the next book in the series. For those who haven't read any of

David's stories I highly recommend that you do, you won't be disappointed. His stories are

refreshingly interesting and entertaining. They are well written and imaginative. This particular story

line is inventive and wonderful. Happy reading!

Can't wait for the next one to come out. I enjoyed this so much that I started a different trilogy by

David Wells and it's proving to be just as entertaining. Keep writing those books Mr Wells, I am

loving them.

The story so far is great, but the characterization and character interactions leave something to be

desired. Some of the character interactions are ClichÃ© and at times out of place and the

Characterizations are transparent and stereotypical. It has gotten better over the course of the two

books, but it seems with each new character you immediately know where they fit in/how they will

react. The author is just a bit heavy handed with the characterization. But the story itself its pretty

awesome and I can't wait to read the finally.

I chose this rating simply because I felt it appropriately covers for this book and series. David a wells

is making a better run with this set then he did previously. I'm hoping he finishes strong and takes

his time to make this next book transition as well as he has the other two so far.

I'm reading for the third time...believe it or not. It moves so fast that I failed to keep up and started

making mental notes to "go back and check that out again". I am so anxious for the next book. I

stayed up so late reading this one, I had to be driven in to work so I could finish getting ready! I kid

you not. Read it.

I became a fan of Mr Wells for his Thinblade/Reishi novels which were outstanding and very original

relative to the rest of the genre. This series is starting to shape up very much like the Thinblade



books, which is really the only reason I am giving four stars instead of five. The characters and even

some of the plot devices are almost familiar enough to be a reworking of the prior series. This

doesn't mean I enjoy it any less. I truly loved the Thinblade series and I am loving this one as well.

Mr Wells characters are well drawn, plots are well thought out with enough twists and turns to keep

you on edge. Good action scenes and always a little romantic component as well. Strong female

characters, both good and evil. A very enjoyable fantasy/sci-fi/swords and sorcery series.

The story continues of Dragonfall and its cast of characters. Very enjoyable read and I couldn't put it

down. The magic was a little vague but the technology was cool. Highly recommend!
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